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<The Danish Girl> is based on a true story of the first transgender individual. It 

portrays psychological changes visually during the protagonist's confusion with 

self-identity based on gender. This study analyzes gender identity in 

contemporary fashion intensively based on gender images and costumes 

appearing in the film <The Danish Girl>. In the society lacking a fixed gender 

image, this study provides a timely insight into gender identities by analyzing 

the fashions depicted in the movie. The movie is a true story of the first 

transgender person working hard to determine his or her own gender identity. 

As a research method, the theoretical basis of genderless approach was 

established via literature review. The characteristics of genderless identity were 

determined by dividing the movie into established and ambiguous gender 

periods to analyze the comprehensive changes in costumes for comparison. 

Einer Wagner representing male identity portrays men's fashion whereas Lily 

Elbe representing female identity depicts women's fashion. While the two 

different genders find their places in a single body, the confusion creates 

genderless fashion. By dividing these phases into femininity, masculinity and 

genderless categories, each costume was analyzed comprehensively, and the 

images of relatively changing fashion were studied by altering the gender 

identity. Four characteristics including androgyne, rebellion, pleasure and balance 

were derived from the gender identity based on Fashion in <The Danish Girl>.
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I. Introduction

<The Danish Girl> is based on a true story of the first 

transgender. The film portrays psychological changes 

during the protagonist's confusion on his own gender 

identity; especially through the visual expression which is 

an important material for the movie. Although the film 

focuses on finding an individual gender identity, the 

costumes of various gender images by psychological 

change enable the fashion research that reflects 

contemporary gender awareness. Social phenomenas are 

well represented in the contemporary arts and culture. In 

particular, film is not only a medium for entertainment 

but also a mirror that most directly reflects the social 

atmosphere of specific time era (Jang, 2015). In addition, 

the film is a form of a representation of society on 

certain time and re-creation that reflects current social 

perception (Choi, 2008). Therefore, this study aims to 

study the gender identity of the contemporary fashion by 

intensively analyzing the gender images appearing in the 

film <The Danish Girl> and its costumes. 

  The society of the 21st century has undergone various 

changes for the present we live in and is keep changing. 

Establishing various values of human beings are one of   
them. Humans are no longer confined to the old gender 

norms of masculinity and femininity. People are allowed 

to choose the life style that fits their own character and 

society helps them by providing various ranges of choices 

to make. Nowadays, the word ‘discrimination’ is not 

acceptable to the people. Beyond racism, discrimination 

on gender is getting better step by step. Not only two 

genders exists but also the third gender appears and we 

are getting to the stage where all the genders that exists 

can be respected and accepted. People were available to 

reach this far in favor of all the efforts made by various 

minorities who tried to overcome the discrimination. 

Numerous women have tried to have equal rights as 

human beings which changed the existing gender norms 

little by little. As a result of it, not only women but also 

men can express themselves freely without being stuck in 

the gender image that society demands (Yonsei University 

Institute of Genderstudies, 2018). This change in social 

atmosphere has a great influence on the direction of 

modern fashion. Also the use of fashion items that were 

clearly distinguished according to gender became obscure. 

The way people saw the fashion distinguished by the 

gender is understood to be a performative action 

regarding to Judith Butler. Fashion itself does not have 

gender. people were performing their gender by wearing 

something called ‘men’s’ or ‘women’s’. Since the society 

reached this phase, where no gender image is fixed or 

insisted, this study is timely to study the gender identities 

by analyzing the fashion that appears in the movie <The 

Danish Girl>, which is a movie about the true story of 

a first transgender working hard to find his or her own 

gender identity.

  Understanding the flow of fashion through gender 

awareness has been dealt seriously in various studies. In 

the case of women's fashion, Lim (2018) studied gender 

images on women’s wear that implies feminist themes, 

while Kim (2016) studied genderless styles in 

contemporary women's fashion. In the case of men's 

fashion, Kim (2010) studied the cross-sexual style of 

men's wear collection, and Kim (2007) studied the gender 

characteristics of contemporary men's fashion. In the case 

of genderless fashion, Kim (2019) studied the expression 

of gender identity through the fashion style of sexual 

minorities. These studies analyzed gender images of a 

particular sex or subject. However, in this study, the 

gender identity that society imply can be comprehended 

through the individual’s change in gender identity within 

the change in sex. Especially in the specific media, 

movie. This study makes a difference from the other 

studies by enabling the third party to grasp the gender 

identity given by society while watching the change of 

gender image and identity through the change of 

biological sex of an individual through Film, and can 

analyze, list and compare them. Since it is a time period 

where the diversity of individuals are being more 

accepted and respected, proceeding this study will widen 

the range of thoughts and ideas expressed through 

fashion design.

  The protagonist’s confusion on the gender identity in 

the movie is quite significant through the costumes 
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besides the actor’s actions. Therefore, the purpose of this 

study is to understand the characteristics of genderless 

fashion by analyzing costumes of the protagonist, 

especially the change on gender image due to the change 

in consciousness of gender identity. This is where the 

Judith Butler’s performative gender theory is noticed 

significantly since the protagonist’s gender identity and 

performance changes by the way he wears. As a method 

of research, the theoretical consideration of genderless 

was established to examine the concept of genderless 

through the review of literatures, journals, books, etc. 

The characteristics of genderless will be derived by 

dividing the movie into gender fixed period and gender 

ambiguous period to analyze the change of costumes in 

detailed categories (design, silhouette, color and 

accessories) and compare them.

II. Theoretical background

1. Gender Study Through Judith Butler

1) Performative Gender

Gender is a different concept from sex. It is a concept 

that reflects the sociocultural character and an image 

formed from behavior, excluding biological categories 

(Cho, 2014). Therefore, the society embeds the image, 

not regarding the sex, categorizing them into 'masculinity' 

and 'femininity’ to use it socially and psychologically 

including expectations accordingly (Cho, 2012). For 

example, stereo typically, the masculinity is straight and 

simple and rigid, and the femininity is curved, complex 

and soft. This type of concept does not work with sex 

that women who are rough and speak straight forward 

are called masculine, and men who are delicate and 

indirect are called feminine. This is a psychological 

characteristic that not only is applied to human, but also 

is applied to everything that human perceives (Ruti, 

2015).

  Judith Butler suggests the concept of performative 

gender. She accepts Foucault's argument that the body is 

given meaning by power. Here, the word ‘performative’ 

has a different meaning from that of performance. 

performance is an action that either has will or no will. 

However, the word ‘performative’ does not include ones 

will on acting it. Thus, Judith Butler explains that gender 

is forcibly endowed and quoted by power, not by his 

will or by inherent birth (Yoon, 2018). In particular, it 

is not done only once but continues to be constructed 

and modified. Thus, gender is a kind of power that has 

a parody attribute to follow the existing gender norms 

(An, 2019).

2. Gender on Fashion

1) Gender Expressed through Fashion

In fashion, gender images can be divided into feminine 

and masculine regardless of the biological sex of the 

wearer. As explained earlier, designs with soft materials, 

curved shapes and intricate details are called feminine, 

while rough materials, straight forms and simple 

silhouette designs are called masculine. Since women 

consisted on wearing styles with curves, various details 

and trimmings, these kinds of designs were considered 

feminine. For that, when the Androgynous style spread, 

men wore women's clothes in order to escape from the 

traditional masculine image. Even though the wearer’s 

biological sex was man, none called it masculine. David 

Bowie is one of the icons for androgynous style. He 

created a new image of himself by wearing women's 

clothing without denying himself as a man. For another 

example, Giorgio Armani's power suit was a new 

revolutionary design in which women wore suits when 

they were exclusively men's clothing at that time. But 

Armani’s power suit did not become feminine just by 

woman wearing it. The image of the garment is still 

masculine as it is, and by wearing the garment, women 

could expressed totally new image. Nowadays, as the 

change of fashion trends continues, the genderless fashion 

holds the lead of the fashion rather then feminine men 

or Masculine women. For actual cases, the GUCCI 2019 

F/W collection did not divide the sex. Both women and 

men models walked the same runway. Their design 

shows the ambiguity of boundaries, neither masculine nor 

feminine, reflecting the contemporary trends. This 
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Table 1. Concept Comparison Among Unisex, Androgynous and Genderless

Unisex Androgynous Genderless

 focuses on the function of the 

garment rather than the wearer.

 style that can be wore by every 

sex.

  wearing garments and fashion 

items that are made for other sex

 focuses on the wearer, not the 

garment

 a word meaning gender does not 

exists.

suggests that the gender of models is becoming 

ambiguous.

2) Characteristics of Genderless Fashion

Even before the term ‘genderless’ was defined, there were 

words referring to various fashion phenomena related to 

gender. Unisex and Androgynous are examples. Table 2 

compares these gender related fashion phenomenas. 

Unisex is the word that explains the function of the 

garment (Unisex, 1997) and not about the wearer who 

wears it. Eventually, unisex is the style where the 

garment is wearable for both sex. Androgynous is about 

wearing the totally opposite gender fashion unlike the 

intension of the production, like women wearing men’s 

clothes and accessories and men wearing women’s clothes 

and accessories (Zhang, 2017). 

  The elimination of gender distinction in fashion does 

not mean any style, but shows the possibilities to 

diversify fashion according to individual’s diversity (Lim, 

2018). Therefore, genderless is a word explaining a 

person who wears. By wearer’s will, various clothes and 

items become a tool for expressing one's self, not their 

biological sex. Thus, genderless fashion is an expression 

of the will of modern people who no longer want to be 

trapped in gender norms.

  As mentioned earlier, genderless fashion is a way of 

expression for those people who are not fixed by the 

gender norms. The studies on genderless fashion 

continuously existed and in these studies androgyne and 

pleasure is repeatedly expressed as characters for 

genderless fashion (Park, 2019). Androgyne is a character 

where gender images coexist. It is an ideal phenomenon 

in which through genuine androgyne, clothing can not

define the gender of wearer and is not regulated by it 

(Jung, 2000). In other words, It means having various 

possibilities by owning masculinity and femininity with 

balance (Seo, 2005). Pleasure is a character about having 

fun while breaking the existing format and expressing 

oneself with freedom. Especially, pursuing the taste of 

oneself can increase the satisfaction (Heo, 2017).

. Protagonist’s Costume Analysis on the Movie Ⅲ

<The Danish Girl> 

In <The Danish Girl>, excluding the actor's action, the 

process of protagonist, male, 'Einer Wagner' becoming, 

female, Lily Elbe is most clearly expressed through 

costumes. Protagonist realizes his different gender identity 

from the moment when he dresses up as a woman for 

entertainment. Also, as the story progresses in the play, 

the images of the protagonist are compared and revealed 

through the screen while the protagonist interacts with 

people of various gender images. In particular, in the 

film, the protagonist makes intimate relationship with the 

characters who fit to the masculinity and femininity, who 

seeks to be free from femininity, and who is 

homosexual. These relationships became a comparable 

subject that allowed us to compare how the protagonist 

differs from the general image pursued by society. Einer 

Wagner wears men's fashion and Lily Elbe wears 

women's fashion. While the two different gender finds 

their places in one body, the confusion brings out a 

genderless fashion. By dividing these phases into 

masculinity, femininity and genderless, each costumes will 

be analyzed thoroughly in detail, studying images of 

fashion that relatively changes by the gender identity.
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1. Masculinity 

The first person that appears on the screen is the ‘male’ 

Einer Wagner, representing masculinity. He steadily wears 

the fashion men sought at the time, showing masculinity 

every moment. Like Butler’s performative gender, every 

male gender performs their masculinity by wearing 

certain outfit that is taught to be masculine. men's 

fashion was in vogue in the early 1900's, which was 

quite extravagant. Accessories such as tie pins, hats and 

set suits were the mainstay. Men's fashion, which has 

been changed within a long time, has naturally become a 

part of life that a man must perform, as Butler said. 

Men who are unconsciously faithful to their performative 

gender can see themselves sticking to the same fashion 

style. Einer Wagner's clothing is an example. As shown 

in Figure 1, at the beginning of the movie, when he is 

among the group of men, he is so alike other men that 

one takes time to find him. First wearing the men's basic 

underwear, he wears a crisp white shirt that has been 

well ironed. Then, he wears suit pants on top of it, 

fastening it on the shoulder with a suspender and wears 

the tie fixing it with a pin. Lastly, wearing a vest and 

suit jacket completes the full look. 

  As shown in Figures 2 and 3, even at home, where 

one should get comfortable, Wagner never fails to wear 

Figure 1. Movie Scene Depicting the Performative 
Masculinity

(The Danish Girl, 2015)

the formal men’s wear. Wagner remains to wear the 

formal wear even when painting, as can be seen in 

Figure 5. The only change is shown on the sleeves, 

folded up for practical use. Like Figure 4, at a party 

scene, where no strict rules exist, Wagner’s fashion does 

not change but the shape and material of ties, which is 

very minimal. The overall color of the look is deep and 

dark that there is no big difference in style. Although his 

personality is already different from other men, he 

unconsciously is performing a male gender. This is not 

due to someone, but the atmosphere of society as a 

whole.

2. Feminine

Lily Elbe who represents femininity appears in various 

looks from the mid to late stages of the film. As it suits 

Lily Elbe’s character, variety of women's fashion in the 

early 1900's appears. She especially wears fashion that 

emphasizes femininity, such as Empire tunic style, 

Gar on style, or flapper style, which are mostly long and ç
straight exposing women's natural curves, with the bob 

style short hair. These women's clothes are also 

representative of women which has completed it’s look 

through the time. Although they have features that 

mimic the appearance of a boy who are not yet puberty, 

they are recognized as feminine clothing and appear to 

be a trend that is naturally sought by women. Regarding 

to Butler’s performative gender, women performs their 

femininity by wearing the similar fashion required by 

society. Each outfit changes from scene to scene, 

showing variety of clothings and giving more visual 

stimulation than when she was Einer Wagner. The dress 

is made of various materials such as silk, velvet, nylon, 

cotton, and wool which brought changes in texture. As 

can be seen in Figure 6 and Figure 9, embroideries and 

laces are intensely embellished and like Figure 7, floral 

printings are frequently used, showing extravagant 

fashion. Other then that, accessories like scarf and belt 

are used to give an accent to the look and not even one 

part of the body was missing its decoration by wearing 

stockings and shoes that matches the garment. This can 
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Figure 2. Early Scene 
at Home

(The Danish Girl, 2015)

Figure 3. Usual Moment 
at Home

(The Danish Girl, 2015)

Figure 4. Protagonist’s 
Party Wear

(The Danish Girl, 2015)

Figure 5. Protagonist Painting 
at Home

(The Danish Girl, 2015)

Figure 6.
First Time Performing Woman

(The Danish Girl, 2015)

Figure 7.
Greeting Old Friend at Home

(The Danish Girl, 2015)

Figure 8.
Usual Moment at Home 
(The Danish Girl, 2015)

Figure 9.
Accepted Self as Woman
(The Danish Girl, 2015)

be seen in the movie scene, Figure 7 and Figure 8. The 

overall color range used for Lily Elbe’s clothes is also 

very broad compared to that of Wagner’s. As one can 

see from Figure 8, the mixture from the darkest to the 

lightest colors are used. The overall movie‘s atmosphere 

is expressed by low saturation colors. However, since 

bright colors are well used for the accent, it proves that 

women’s wear did not have limits to the color use. This 

shows that women’s wear is more visually subjected 

compared to that required to men’s wear

3. Genderless

When the story of the movie reach a crisis, a unique 

form of clothing can be found during the ego conflict 

between Lily Elbe and Einer Wagner. Protagonist seems 

to feel comfortable when he or she is wearing the 

certain gender fixed fashion, performing gender, as Butler 

said. If the protagonist was free from the social 

standard, he would have been less confused by how he 

or she is shown to society. So, this phase is going to be 

analyzed as the phase where the gender is ambiguous, 

which also means is not fit into any performative gender. 

In this phase, the characters of men’s wear and women’s 

wear, which is performed by each gender, is both 
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Figure 10.
Expressing the Conflict 

Between Gender
(The Danish Girl, 2015)

Figure 11.
Showing Mixture 

of Fashion
(The Danish Girl, 2015)

Figure 12.
Outfit Showing 

Extra Details
(The Danish Girl, 2015)

Figure 13.
Showing Different Style of 

Shoes
(The Danish Girl, 2015)

contained in the protagonist’s look. The overall 

appearance of the garment resembles men's wear at the 

time. However, the difference in details and materials 

and the transformation of styling adds the feminine 

image, giving distance from men's wear. This causes 

break in the gender image of men and women, showing 

a sense of alienation from society. In Figure 11, the 

pants, reminiscent of Paul Poiret's harem pants, have a 

bright ivory color and has tighten the waist with a belt 

to emphasize the waistline of the body. In addition to 

this costume, most of the time the waist line is very 

emphasized. Wrinkles around the waist creates a volume 

in the pelvis as a whole, draping naturally on the body 

making a curved line like a dress. The wide width of 

the pants also suggests the softness. The shirt no longer 

fully covers the upper body, revealing the clavicle line. 

The button starts from the center of the chest Providing 

the sense of freedom by breaking away from the existing 

social regulations. As shown in Figure 12, the jacket, 

which is same color as pants, is no longer rigid and 

stiff. As the wearer moves the various softness are 

shown through the movement of the pleats. By wearing 

a belt on the jacket, the overall silhouette becomes 

hourglass shape, keeping the androgyne character. As 

shown in Figure 10, a scarf is used instead of ties which 

emphasizes the flexible image with pleasureful character.

As shown in Figure 13, his shoes are light brown 

bootsthat has similar shape of men's shoes. However, by 

having a relatively high heel the gender image could have 

balance. As a whole, one can find the genderless fashion 

through the break made on gender image by actually not 

belonging to either side of the gender identity required 

by the society.

. Gender Identity expressed on fashion in Ⅳ

<The Danish Girl> 

Gender, after all, is performed by the performer with out 

one’s will by repeatedly citing the gender that is defined 

by the society’s power. The costumes in <The Danish 

Girl> also shows the characteristics of performative 

gender. The sex that is defined ’man’ tends to present 

the masculine gender and the sex that is defined 

’woman’ presents the feminine gender, which are 

repeatedly cited and defined by social power. The 

costumes of the protagonist, when he or she could not 

fit into any of the dichotomous gender identity given by 

society, shows the harmony among the collision of 

performative gender.

  When analyzing the gender identity and its image, four 

characteristics, androgyne, rebellion, pleasure and balance 

were derived. As described above, androgyne is about 
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Table 2. <The Danish Girl> Protagonist’s Costume Detail Analysis

Gender Fixed
Genderless

Masculin Feminin

Design

 early 1900s mens wear: stiffly 

ironed shirts, pants, vest, and 

Jacket.

 very luxurious. wore all the 

items that is given to men  

 early 1900s womens wear: 

empire tunic style, gar on ç
look, flapper style

 lots of patterns embroidered 

or printed

 various fabric

 mainly items from mens 

wear

 various fabric used

Silhouette  straight lines and rigid edges

 drops straight from the 

shoulder and drapes along 

the body line 

 soft, curvey and drapey 

lines

 exaggerated body line

Color
 dark colors like navy and 

dark brown but mainly black.

 wide color range

 colorful

 use of various colors but 

mainly light colors (ivory, 

lavender, etc.)

Accessories

 suspender

 tie (bowtie)

 tie pin

 extra Accessories

 necklace

 scarf

 stockings

 belt

 etc.

 extra items added

 high heels

 scarf

 belt

 handkerchief

 etc.

Table 3. Genderless Fashion Characteristics of Costumes in the Movie <Danish Girl>

Androgyne Rebellious Pleasure Balance

 not being able to 

define gender

 freedom of expressing 

oneself.

 how one look depends 

on one’s own choice.

 breaking away from the 

social rules of gender.

 Escaping from the 

boring characters of 

men’s wear and adding 

pleasure by choosing 

items that did not 

belong to men.

 Since it doesn’t fit in 

any of the gender 

standard, it is important 

to find the balance.

gender being ambiguous rather than distinctively dividing. 

The androgyne of the genderless fashion does not limit 

the choices on fashion by having freedom in expressing 

oneself’s image by their own will, choosing the 

characteristics among different gender. As Sandra Bam 

mentioned, This could result in having happy individuals. 

Rebellion is a characteristic that emerges from breaking 

out of masculinity and femininity defined by the society.

The gender identity, masculine, that society insist on the 

protagonist and the gender identity protagonist pursues 

to be collides, presenting the rebellion by refusing the 

gender image that society insists. Pleasure, as it means, is 

a characteristic that shows the pleasureful part in 

genderless. By escaping from the boring gender norm, 

one could find the pleasure of using multiples of various 

items with variety of colors and materials. In that 
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choices, the fashion becomes not only the way to 

express one’s gender identity, but also the tool for 

expressing oneself. Balance is a characteristic shown 

when one finds their own harmonious balance in 

dichotomous gender identity by escaping from the 

performative gender that society has defined. This is one 

of the way that one can completely escape from the 

dichotomous gender identity by not choosing any side of 

the gender norm.

. ConclusionⅤ

The purpose of this study is to intensively analyze the 

characteristics of genderless fashion phenomena in the 

21st century, where they require individuals multiple 

roles, within the cultural aspects. Especially focusing on 

the movie <The Danish Girl> that came out in 2016, the 

characteristics of fashion regarding to the gender identity 

is analyzed by change in protagonist’s costumes. As a 

method of research, the theoretical consideration of 

genderless was done through the review of literatures 

such as papers, journals, and books, establishing the 

concept of genderless. Then, distinguishing the time 

phases of the movie by when the protagonist’s gender 

identity was distinct and when it was ambiguous, the 

change in costumes of the protagonist was studied in 

detail (design, silhouette, color, accessories), analyzing 

them by comparison of gender identities to derive their 

characteristics.

  Gender refers to the psychological roles and 

expectations that society has given, excluding the of 

biological sex. This is the norm that has passed down 

from generation to generation, and those who deviate 

from it often became the subject of discrimination. This 

is also expressed as a performative gender regarding to 

Judith Butler’s theory. However, as the world changes 

and develops, the movement to break out from the 

gender norm appears and is called genderless. This 

movement is also reflected in fashion, where genderless 

fashion has become a way of expressing oneself freely 

beyond the sex and the gender of the wearer. It could 

also mean escaping the performative gender.

  These characteristics of the genderless fashion is 

studied through the movie that has not only reflected the 

social atmosphere but also recreated the movie with the 

awareness on society. <The Danish Girl> was set in the 

early 1900s, and the fashion of the time is used to 

express the change in gender. The distinction among the 

costumes according to gender changes were clear. When 

the gender role was clear, it could be divided into phases 

of masculinity and femininity, with a thorough reflection 

of the clothing of the early 1900s. During the masculine 

phase, dark and deep colored high quality men’s suits 

appears, presenting the straight and strict image. During 

the Feminine phase, The fashion that were popular at 

the time, like Empire tunic style, gar on look, or flapper ç
look, is utilized. They are comparably neutral to the past 

women’s wear, but much more elegant, soft and flexible 

compared to the men’s wear. During the pahse when the 

gender was ambiguous, the fashion of the protagonist 

does not belong to both genders, allowing to consider it 

as genderless fashion and analyze. Thus, four 

characteristics were derived: androgyne, rebellion, 

pleasure, and balance. As there is a high social interest 

in genderless fashion, we expect various researches on 

genderless fashion through follow-up studies.
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